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by Tom Scott
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"Billy Budd," a play adapted from Herman Melville's
novel, opened in the Wooster Little Theatre Wednesday evening.
The VOICE'S leading drama critic had one of the leading roles
in the play and as we felt that it would not be quite fitting for
him to do the honors, find myself in this most unfortunate position. In the next few paragraphs will attempt to communicate
my untutored reactions to the play.
The plot of the play is simple enough. It involves the ship,
HMS Indomitable in the year 1798. After a brief introduction
to the crew, a new member comes aboard. Jim McLaughlin very
nicely portrays the young, shining-faceBilly who bears no hatred
toward anyone. Billy, representing the forces of absolute good,
is soon introduced to his opponent, Master-at-Arm- s
Claggart,
sensitively played by Ted D'Arms. Claggart's hatred for Billy
causes him to plot the young man's destruction while Billy with
his rose-tinte- d
glasses sees and hears no evil. At the end of the
second act, Claggart makes his move and falsely accuses Billy
of mutiny. Billy, at a loss for words and full of emotion, takes
out his momentary hatred by striking and killing Claggart.
The third act deals with the judgment of the deed. The problem is at first simple. Everyone liked and respected Billy with
the same intensity that they hated and feared Claggart. Billy's
act had been morally justified, but it had taken place on a warship in time of war when the laws of the sea expressly stated that
a subordinate striking a superior should be hanged. The struggle
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Jim McLaughlin and Dave Smucker discuss the problem of good and evil as the ship's
officers, Brad Stoddard, Mai Litwiller, Frank Kenworthy, and Dave Davis look on.
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Barents1 Day Weekend
Outlines Campus Life

Number

8

Organization Reads
Classical Dramas

by Esther Gordon

between the law and morality of the situation was played with
great feeling by Dave Davis, the captain. The plot to this point
was well played and came through fairly well in spite of some
rather long dialogues where an occasional speech was too fast
for complete understanding.
There was the feeling though that Melville had more in
mind than the simple portrayal of a sea trial. The fact that Billy
was all good and Claggart all bad was significant. The conflict
between these two was very subtle and at times, difficult to grasp.
The Dansker, an old sailor, played well by Dave Smucker (although wish he had let go of his pipe when he was knocked
down), was the tool by which Melville sought to explain this
conflict to the audience. The final point, that compromise between good and evil is the only way to live, does not come out
in loud and clear terms and
am still not sure whether this is the
fault of the play, the acting, or my own lack of imagination.
Other bouquets must go to Bob Carlson and Van Vanderland
and the entire supporting cast who seem to live their parts as
English seamen. Also, Jack Casteel did a fine job as the ship
sneak. The subordinate officers reacted fairly well, especially
during the court martial scene.
The set was very well done, we could almost feel the ship's
motion.
"Billy Budd" is a difficult play to produce and play. Its
long speeches do not lend themselves to popular appeal but the
Little Theatre production was well done and deserving of the

Drama Reading Group applause it received.
its first meeting of the
have
Parents' Day Weekend will commence with
year 7:30 p.m. Thursday evetivities to acquaint parents of Wooster students with the ning, November 21, at Mr. Warcampus life beginning tomorrow morning, November 16. ren Anderson's house, 249
Spring St., near Bever. The play
a.m. in Lower to
Registration will take place from 9 to
The Committee on the Washbe read is Sophocles' OEDIPUS
Semester has appointed
ington
Galpin Hall. Luncheon tickets are obtained at the reser- AT COLONUS, in the Penguin
following
the
juniors to reprewith
translation. This work deals
vation desk.
the last day of OEDIPUS' life on sent Wooster in the program in
A class schedule, arranged for 9 a.m. Saturday earth, and precedes the ANTI- the second semester. Their specGONE in dramatic time. Among ial projects for study in Washmorning in Liberal Studies, wi
Coxe and Chapman, will be preington are as follows:
give parents a chance to observe sented in Scott Auditorium. The the characters are Antigone,
Some Recent
Jim Edgar
Creon, and Polynices.
classes in which their son or play was adapted from HerForeign
Phase
of
American
daughter participates. Starting man Melville's novel BILLY
The Drama Reading Group is Policy.
for
at 10 a.m. and continuing
BUDD, FORETOPMAN.
The Federal
a completely informal organizaRay Machesney
the rest of the day, the campus
tion, without fixed membership Government and Its Relation to
Dance
buildings will be open to visior dues. It consists of all those Higher Education.
Parents' Day Dance with a who enjoy meeting occasionally
tors, with special open houses
The
William Van Tilburg
in many residence halls at 4:30 theme on Thanksgiving will take to read aloud classical tragedies
of
the
Southern
Power
Senators
place from 9 to 12 p.m. in the or comedies. In future meetings in Influencing and Determining
p.m.
gym. All parents, families, and some attention will also be given Legislation.
y
Meeting
to modern works, such as O'- Analysis
Virginia Wenger
meeting
At the
MOURNING
Neil's
of
BECOMES
Congressional
Selected
to
Women are reminded
in Galpin at 11 a.m.. President
ELECTRA and Eliot's THE COCK
Speeches or Some Phase of the
vote next Wednesday, Nov.
Lowry will speak on campus
TAIL PARTY.
Supreme Court.
20, in the special election
plans at Wooster and
proposal
the
on
decide
to
Harris will talk about goals
perfor the two
campaign.
for the
In
semester.
per
missions
This meeting will present an opportunity for parents to meet
and hear members of the faculty students are invited to attend. Live A
and administration. Also at
Dick Spies' Orchestra will proby Ginger Shriver
a.m. will be orientation meetings vide the music.
for prospective students.
Chaplain of Princeton UniverKoinonia is the Greek New Testament word for
Dr. Ernest Gordon will
sity,
Luncheon will be served in the
Sunday service, "fellowship," or "community." The word is not commonly
the
for
preach
regular dining rooms and in assisted by a college student. used by the American populace, but for the people in
Lower Kauke at 12:30 p.m. As
The service will be broadcast
Georgia, it is used frequently, not with the
many parents as possible will over station WWST at 10:30 a.m. Americus,
Just outside of Americus there is prosusual
connotation.
dining
eat lunch in the regular
Chairmen for the weekend are pering 1,103 acre Koinonia Farms, where a group of
hall with their son or daughter.
Dave Thomas, the football game,
humble Christians, led by ClarAny not able to get a reservation
and Margi Elliott, the dance.
ence Jordan, live and work. The munal life was not a popular
in a dining hall will eat in Lower
people living there, under 60 in one with the people of Americus;
Kauke at a
number, are dedicated to living however, they were willing to
meal.
Christian lives according to the live and let live until July, 1956.
Football Game
meaning and spirit of the New At that time Dr. Clarence Jordan,
fellowship of be- the leader of the group, went to
Testament
Introduction of the fathers of
Executive
Mr. William Cohea,
have no personal the aid of two Negro boys who
They
lievers.
football players will occur at the Director of the Pittsburgh Experinesincerely wanted to enter the
beginning of the football game ment, will speak to a joint meet- possessions, but receive allclothHe
Business College.
Georgia
and
food
such
as
cessities,
inwith Oberlin. Following the
ing of THE Corporation and
troduction, the fathers will form SCA Sunday, November 17 at ing, from "community" supplies. had considered signing the boys'
a line for their sons coming out 7 p.m. in the Chapel. The Ex- As a group of individuals living applications, but found later
a communal Christian witness, that he was unqualified to do so.
on the field. Mothers and familis the attempt of an
periment
ies of the football players will organized group of businessmen they find it impossible to dif- The Americus paper reported
ferentiate on the basis of race. that a resident of the farm had
sit in a section together. Special
to relate their Christian convic- In March of 1957 about one signed the papers, and the oneentertainment will be tions to industrial relationships.
provided in honor of the par- Mr. Cohea studied at Northwest- half of the 60 people at Koinon- sided battle began.
The people of Sumter County
ia were Negro.
ents.
ern and Princeton and continues
employed both economic
have
interracial
of
an
The
idea
work
in
Tonight and tomorrow night to take an active part
living a com
(Continued on Page Five)
people
of
group
students.
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"Billy Budd," a play written by among
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Thanksgiving is closer
than you think! If you plan
to evacuate by either bus
or train, it's worth your
while to investigate the services of the Senate Vacation
Travel Bureau. Savings up
to 25
on group tickets are
available
information is
now posted on the Senate
Bulletin Board. Tickets to
any destination will be
available. Sales will begin
next Wednesday in the Sen-

1

Cohea Addresses
THE Corporation

ate Room.

Conferees Revive
5

Coegesf Unify
by Diz Brown

"Never give up the ship!" This
was the cry made by a group
of college students at the recent
Five College Conference committee meeting at Denison last
weekend. Because the Five College Conference has not been
exactly successful in the past
illustrated by the fact that most
students are not aware of what
the Five College Conference is
the members of the committee
decided to "revise" interest and
not "give up the ship" this year.
Close Relationship
The Five College Conference
was set up as a means of establishing a closer relationship
between the five colleges (Anti-ocDenison, Oberlin, Ohio
and Wooster) and to promote relationships different from
the competition displayed on the
athletic field. The committee felt
that certain advantages are
evident in a university that a
small college does not have. By
fusing together the five colleges
through the Five College Conference, we, as small colleges, may
be able to possess some of
those advantages.
Advantages
Among the advantages suggested by the committee are:
h,
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A very interesting phenomenon is taking place at Wooster
this semester. After three years of listening to the
student leaders and their perennial complaints we are suddenly
overwhelmed with a barrage of what seem to be new ideas and
thoughts. In reality these ideas are not new. Those of you who
would accuse us of rehashing old cliches have not looked deep
enough.
From all sides, in VOICE articles, Chapel speeches, student
meetings, and bull sessions we are hearing the same questions
and the same ideas developing out of these questions. For the
first time it seems as if a good percentage of the student body
;
is vitally concerned with the philosophical implications and
of the various rules and regulations that have been grounds
for much attack in the past. The questioning in the past about
compulsory church, Chapel, class, etc., was questioning about the
superstructure of the institution and never got deep enough even
to see the foundation, let alone scratch its surface.
Now this is being done from many angles. The VOICE will
try to maintain the position of a biased referee with a gentle
nudge here and there when our side is weakening.
In line with this present situation there are two observations
which we would like to make and we feel that it is important
that these things are said publicly. These observations can be
easily illustrated by two other articles appearing on this page.
The first observation is simply that the students are interested,
they are getting down to basic questions, and for the most part
they are coming up with similar basic answers. We have already
think the point may be proved by a
covered this subject and
signatures. The letter
quick glance at the letter below with
and the signatures speak for themselves.
The second observation that should be made clear is stated
quite adequately in Dale Bailey's article, also on this page. The
students at this college who question and criticize do not hate
Wooster. We, along with Dale, feel very strongly about the College. Our questioning arises from a deep concern that Wooster
continue to be a leader in American education. We are concerned
that the College continue to grow in order to implement the education of its students.
We do not want the College to become stagnant or
as so often happens when a good idea is allowed to
stagnate. Henry Ford had a good idea at the turn of the century.
He made a new kind of car that people liked and bought. But,
as the nation continued to grow and develop new ideas, Mr. Ford
chose to rest on his laurels. It wasn't too many years before he
was forced to close down his plants at great expense to himself,
his workers, and the national economy in order to make the radical
changes in his product which should have been developed slowly
all along.
The illustration explains itself. We do not want to become
like the Ford car. We want to grow and develop slowly as the
world grows and develops. We are not radicals. We are not
looking for a fight. Our questioning and prodding comes out of a
deep concern for Wooster and schools like Wooster because it
is we who are directly involved. This college experience is an investment in our future and we want to be sure that we and others
like us are getting the most for our money.
so-call-
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by Sally Wedgwood
"Will Love Spoil Fair Taroa"
a tragic romance in heroic

couplets.
Pre-strop-
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Jersey Eecfon

The Democratic Party must also face the reality of its own na-

Highlights Crisis

ture. Because they predominate
in the south, the Democrats are
split over the race question. They
must not try to hide this split. It
too is natural in a
system. So the Democrats have a
dual responsibility: to criticize intelligently the administration
and to tell the crackpots in their
own midst to sit down and shut
up Touche, Orval!
Eisenhower has paid bitterly
for the
pretense
that he led a liberal crusade.
His own party has sabotaged
much of his program. The Democrats will do well to enter the
next campaign with more real-

the Editor:
A couple of weeks ago New
Jersey's popular governor, Robert Meyner defeated the Republican Malcolm Forbes. This race
highlights the growing crisis in
both of America's political parties.
Both parties have an abundance, of the kind of bright
young men whom Meyner and
Forbes typify handsome, articulate, witty, intelligent, and
with a strong dose of middle-claspragmatism in their outlook. As appealing as the politics of such young leaders as
Meyner, Kennedy, Nixon, or
Case may be, the chief source of
their strength lies in the fact
that the average voter has a
urge to be
popular, and to enjoy
middle class security. The problem of the practical pciiricians is
then to translate this showroom
appeal into usable power. For
their plan they would do well to
examine the Meyner-Forbe- s
To

s

sub-conscio-

good-lookin-

us

g,

two-part- y

well-intention-

ed

ism.

autumn bird
Upon the first chill snowfall. Still
it cur- Dles tiny drops of life in pulsing

veins
That can't flow free until the
vernal rains.
(Whew!)

Again, should like to speak
for myself. Two weeks ago,
tried to show what the initial
ideas were that brought within
me an "awakening" to what
education is. This week, should
like to relate what have been
trying, along with some others,
to accomplish in light of what
have learned.
Often Praised Wooster
think that there is probably
no student here who loves Wooster more than I. But that does
not mean that must overlook
her shortcomings. My first two
years here found me so overwhelmed with the place that
could hardly hear what others
were saying about her shortcomings, although
was sure
Wooster must have them. This
was blind devotion and loyalty.
can remember many caravans
to churches over Ohio on which
went in my sophomore year
and extolled Wooster's many
virtues and probably even influenced some students to join
pur ranks.
Junior Awakening
But being awakened to what
education really is, as was in
my junior year, caused me to reevaluate Wooster and see her
in a new light. A
brought a deeper appreciation
for what Wooster stands for and
the opportunities available here.
More Opportunities
It is only out of my love for
Wooster and concern for my fellow students that
now say
anything about further opporthink Wooster
tunities which
ought to make available for her
students. The criticism that
have been setting forth has not
been intended to "tear down"
what we have at Wooster, but
to rebuild to substitute
in
places what
feel are better
"ways and means" for accomplishing a liberal education for
every student. think these opportunities should be offered by
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Self-Involvem-

ent

The opportunities which ask
our college to provide have
really come from books on eduI

cation that have read. might
just note that every book which
have found written in the last
10 years on the subject of education has advocated the new
"ways and means."
My purpose has been to get
every student involved in his
own education
for his own
sake
to make him alert to
what education is before he
finds he has squandered one,
two, three, or even four years
here. Being true to my purpose,
have, of course, stepped on
many toes. The administrators of
the college do not like to be
told that they do not know all
the best methods, and many
students do not like to be put
on their own
getting involved
in
education
involves time,
thought, and struggle which they
would like to avoid if possible.
My convictions have caused me
to more than urge the college
to eliminate the possibility that
students might get along without getting involved.
Single Purpose
confess the guilt of having
a single purpose. fear the possibility that it has had ill effects.
Perhaps by stepping on too
many toes without my purpose
being understood has created
an unpleasant atmosphere. am
sorry for this, if it is true. But,
unless
am convinced by
enough students that what
am doing is harmful to their
education,
shall continue to
raise critical questions true to my
purpose.
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Students Support President's Opinions The
Alumni Office
To the Editor:
Two weeks ago an article written by Dale Bailey appeared Extends Thanks
re-evaluat-

ing

n.

Wooster Voice

two-part-

all colleges for their students.
many other
And, although
schools have not realized these
same opportunities,
restrict my
comments to Wooster because
am here and Wooster is the
school with which am involved.

Dale Bailey

in the VOICE. The opinions expressed by Dale in this article were
quite representative of the opinions that many of us as students
hold. We, too, feel that the college years should represent a time
of making decisions and
our beliefs, all of which
leads to a time of uncertainty and insecurity; and that these two
steps are necessary in the progression of becoming mature citizens.
Conservative Stand
We agree that the role of the College should be that of
The Republican strategy in the encouraging these two growth
processes. Instead of writing
Forbes campaign is a case in similar articles which would only
state Dale's ideas in different
Forbes
reactionwas not a
point.
words, we would like merely to endorse Dale's article at this
ary. He had strong support from time and pledge our support to his policies.
Liberal Republican Clifford Case
Some interested students,
and from the President. But usLiz Bostrom
Betty Kaos
phrases
ing abracadabra liberal
Laura Catlin
Diane Kingsley
and boasting the support of the
Judy Clark
Sue Kutler
liberal clique that rules the GOP
Dinny Dunlap
Peggy Lenderking
Fran Emch
Ginny Wenger
roost could not hide the fact that
JoAnne Feist
the Republicans are a conservative party. Their indigestion will
not be cured by laxatives from
past Democratic platforms but by
Published weekly by the students of the College of Wooster during the school
taking pride in the reality that year.
Opinions expressed in editorials and features
those of the students and
they are a conservative party. should not be construed as representing administrationarepolicy.
it's
There's no law against it,
Member of the Associated Collegiate Press and the Ohio College Newspaper
system. Association. Entered as second class matter in the Post Office, Wooster, Ohio.
natural in a
am-paig-

Her

Our Single Purpose

I

Denny Democrat

he

The time has sped as did the

mean-inn"-

I
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Friday,

To

the Editor:
We wish to thank all of the

student participants in the various events of the Homecoming
weekend. From the opening of
college in September until the
big day itself we were constantly
made aware of the many activities which were going forward
for the entertainment of those
who should return.
As always, there were alumni
and friends here from all parts
of the country. We feel they received a warm and friendly welcome, as well as an opportunity
to participate in and to enjoy a
wonderful program of events. In
their behalf we extend our deep
appreciation to all who helped
to make the thirty-nintannual
Homecoming a memorable occasion.
John D. McKee
h

Estella G. King

father was Tahitan prince,

Rongan
And she the fairest princess in
Tangon.
As time is checked by Tangoroa's
blade
So gay Taroa lived, the darkling
maid,
Amidst th'eternal glades and
dusky shore
Of coral and kumara. In the lore
'Twas said that all the kingdom
might be gained
If only she did not become
enswained
To any son of an opposing tribe.
But hasten we to this dire tale
inscribe:
Strophe
That fatal day, she wore her
new sarong,-ThFeast of Sweet Potatoes then
was on.
Across the roasting-pither eyes
entwined
With those of tall Toroka who,
we find,
In lineage, came from Fiji,
enemy isle,
A member of the tribe she held
e

s

.

so vile.

as they gazed all barriers
were loosed,
And to him her poor heart was
soon caboosed.
Her father mighty Rongan,
seared a stare
To show that she should not in
love be there.
From thence they knew forbidden love must rule
For tribal ire had taught them
more than school.
But

Atastrophe
Between the palms at height of
moon, "by chance,"
She met Toroka tall of Fiji with a
glance
Of love and ardour and quite
soon, trow,
Their heartbeats mingled in a
marriage vow.
Thus often the enamoured maid,
Taroa,
Slipped into the dark and to
I

Toroka.

One time her father Rongan took
the heed
And summoned all his men to
take the lead.
They heard not Rongan's warriors cry above,
Taroa and Toroka deaf in love.
The birds called forth a cry to
warn the lass
But true love will ignore the
things that pass.
Seized with harshness scarcely
heard of since,
The cow'ring couple bowed
before the prince.
Cata-stroph-

e

As birds return to haunt the

shad'wy graves,
Taroa and Toroka's souls
enclave.
Illicit ardour can no more endure
Although it seems the gentlest
hearts beat Dure.
The ire of legend always holds
the reins
When old Tahitan lore its pow'r
retains.
Taroa and Toroka ne'er shall
seek.
We hope we're luckier,- see you
all next week.
-
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Brown Suggests
faith And Work

ujf-Lent-

4.

Something happaned to Dog
patch Wooster this year Daisy
kA
Mae
seemed ito be hidinn .in a
lot of dormitories and candidates
for king were less numerous . . .
King George McClure, who took
his royal bows swinging from a
rope in the gym, had a good
"missing link" campaign that
pictured Wooster life in the
jungles . . . Someone suggested
that King Farouk's "Harem Application" (sample questions:
"have you been in a harem before?" "Which do you prefer,
Food Service or Food? If the
latter, transfer") was subtle sociology or psychology department poll of some sort, revealing certain hidden motives of
this studentdom.

ciples."
Work and Faith

Governor Brown, known as an
expert in accomplishing things
which others had said couldn't
be done, reminded his audience
that the only way they could
was
create an organization
through hard work and faith;
and the hard work must come
from every person interested in
politics. "We Republicans are in

trouble," said the former
ernor, and he predicted the only
way the handicap could be
overcome was by hard work and
organization.
Ayres Is Next Speaker
The Young Republicans announce that their next speaker
will be the Congressman From
Akron, William Ayres. Congressman Ayres, who made a hit at
Wooster several years ago, will
visit the campus on December 9.
Gov-

Sunday afternoon at 4:00
in the Chapel the student body
will be able to hear a concert,
featuring Professor Karl Trump,
tenor, and Mr. Charles McClain,
organist, as soloists.
Included in the program will
be: "Suite for String Orchestra,"
composed by a former Wooster
faculty member, Mr. Diercks; an
aria of Mozart (written when he
was 12 years old) entitled "Ba-BaFuror Portapo," to be sung
by Mr. Trump; "Prelude in Allegro for Organ and Strings" by
Dr. Walter Piston, head of the
l,

P

r

Perhaps the frosh had
best time of all with Dogpatch.
They literally took over the
Schine Theatre last Thursday
night before "Oepidus Rex;"
Candidate Van Wie took the
stage before the main feature,
campaigned and led a serenade
to Deans Young and Taeusch
who were in the audience:
"Racky loves me this
know,
For the Scots Key tells me so,
Little frosh to him belong,
They are weak and he is
strong."
Dean and Mrs. Young take
the "best sport" prizes for ihe
Sadie Hawkins costuming. Mrs.
Young was outfitted as ' Billy
Budd" or "Barnacle Bill the Sail- I

2uad

Concert Features
This

I

new student union. Other mem- bers are Don Dixon,'' Margie
f Lind
say, Uenms Uuling, and Dot
Eitel, each representing his particular class. Nancy will be the
student representative to the
Board of Trustees Buildings and
Grounds Committee when they
discuss the "U" plans.
Compromise:

Professor

Fred-

erick Moore was the recipient of
a cup of tea and a pretzel from
a pledge during a lecture last
week. "I think we'll have to
clamp down on this," he remarked dryly, "I don't think this
initiation should interfere with

regular

the

procedure."

class

Then, with a twinkle in his eye,
he took a long slow bite of the
the pretzel, grinned, and went on

!

Trump And McClain

.

I

-

Nancy

Sophomore Senator

Reed has been chosen by the
Senate to chairman a student
committee on the plans for a
1

y

stylish Mrs. Budd.

naak

Qr

by s. a.
!

Page Three

or," while Racky played a very

I

Ohio's former Lieutenant Gov
Governor,
ernor and eleven-damade
Brown,
a plea
W.
John
in
participation
for universal
the
activity
at
political
party
Young Republican meeting Monday evening. Governor Brown
called for the day when there
could be political divisions with
everybody in one party or the
other. Basing his talk on the assumption that parties are the
foundation of our political system and the selectors of our
candidates, he urged that everyone affiliate himself with one
party or the other. The former
Governor denounced "The GDI's
who make it impossible for a
party candidate to be elected
without betraying his party prin-
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department of music at Harvard,

to be played by Mr. McClain.
Also in the program will be the

suite for chamber orchestra by
Douglas
Moore entitled the
"Farm Yard Suite."

Pholo by Chuck Keiper
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the air.

WCW, "Radio Voice Of Wooster, if
Opens Tomorrow, November 16
by Dave Sanders

the Radio Voice of the College of Wooster,
will officially come to life tomorrow morning, November
16, opening with a half hour broadcast over the facilities
of WWST. After the remains of the old WCW were completely demolished by the then small staff, months of
work and hundreds of dollars were expended in building

discuss campus insect life.

the all new and modern broad- casting studio and control room
located in Taylor Hall. The problem of hearing WCW has been
eliminated once and for all.
WCW now has the use of
WWST's 13,000 watts of FM
broadcasting facilities. Programs
will originate in Taylor Hall and
be sent by remote wire out to
WWST where on Monday and
Wednesday evenings for a full
hour, Ohio's leading agricultural
area will hear the Radio Voice
of the College of Wooster on FM.
On Saturday mornings WCW will
have valuable AM time alloted
to it for College programming.

Young Democrat

Makes Trip West
Bruce Milne, President of the
Young Democrats Party on the
campus, attended a
Young Democrats National Convention in Reno, Nevada, November 7, 8, and 9. One of 14
delegates from Ohio, Bruce's trip
was sponsored by the Institute
of Politics.
Ohio Candidate Wins
bi-annu-

al

Ohio's candidate for presiwas
Lancione,
dent. Nelson
elected on a close ballot Saturday, winning over Jack Noels
r
I.
Two
other items
ofr Oklahoma.
on the agenda came in the form
of two resolutions which were
passed by the convention. One
censured the action of Governor
Frank Faubus in his handling of
the racial preblem in Little Rock,
Arkansas. The other resolution
was not to let Red China into
the United Nations.
Church Is Chief Speaker
address was deThe
livered by Senator Frank Church
of Idaho, a recent guest on the
Wooster campus. Other notable
Democratic speakers were Senator Jack Kennedy of Massachusetts, Paul Butler, Chairman of
the National Democratic Party,
and Senator Hubert Humphrey
of Minnesota, who gave the
closing address at a banquet
Saturday night.
Bruce, a member of Fourth
Section, said ihis was his first
trip to the West. He felt Reno
was an impressive town, and he
would like to return someday to
see the rest of this part of the
country.
,
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losing fan!
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Dale Wilkins, Technical Engineer, makes some
adjustments on new equipment as WCW prepares to go on

--

v

I

Freshman Paul Siskowic has
strong ties to his home town,
Struthers, Ohio, high school football team. In fact, he never
ceased to boast of the team's
unbeaten record that is, until
last weekend, when he went
home and Struthers lost to archrival Campbell Memorial. Upon
his dejected return, he found
numorous signs posted in the
Douglass lobby, john, walls, and
especially a glaring "Campbell
Memorial, 27 - Struthers, 6" staring at him from the ceiling as
he went to bed. The woes of a
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large program schedule has
been set up. Not only will WCW
programs go out over local
facilities, but some programs
will be taped and distributed
through the Intercollegiate
Broadcasting Network recently
set up by Mr. Paul Morrill, Public Relations chief at the College.
Through this network programs
will be exchanged with other
Ohio colleges. Commercial stations in Akron and Cincinnati
will carry some of these taped
releases.
In connection with the opening of the new studios, the Station Staff held an "Open House"
last Friday evening, to which
many interested students went
during the course of the evening. Basic broadcasting procedure and techniques were explained to those who chose to
stay in the control room while
the mock broadcasting was being done.
New Tape Recorders
WCW has been rebuilt along
the lines of the most complete
and
commercial stations. Two $500 Magnecorder
tape recorders have been installed. One of these has been
permanently mounted as an integral part of the control room.
A Disk recorder and small Magnecorder complete the list of recording equipment. Versatility
has been the theme in the rebuilding of the control room. Remote lines are now in full operation and include direct lines to
the Chapel and Scott Auditorium.
All record playing equipment
and microphones are of the top
quality Hi Fidelity standards. A
"mobile" unit is in operation to
the extent that events almost
anywhere on campus can be effectively recorded for FM broadA
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Photo by Chuck Keiper

Dingle,
Judy Ardan, in a manner reminiscent of Tom
tilt
annual
sweeps the left end of the Imps' line during the
between the Imps and the Sphinx.

'

Photo by Chuck Keiper

George "The Missing Link" McClure, Second Section's candidate, is restrained by a group of Pyramid pledges, as he
attempts to climb one of the trees gracing the Quad.

Heading up the operations on
is a
staff composed of Larry Howe, Station
Manager; Dave Sanders, Pro- -

WCW

five-ma-

Continued
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Scots' Sad Story: Thou Shalt Not Pass;

Scots Tape

j

Lutherans Cap Black And Gold,

14-- 7

November 15, 1957

by Art Humphreys

i

by Bob Engstrom

the sixth consecutive time this season the Scots
proved unable to cope with their opposition and went
down to defeat by the score of 14 to 7. Wooster played
a running game against Capital and as usual was very
stingy with its passes. The few passes that were pried
loose proved very effective. The last two plays of the
For

This weekend will see the end
of a long season for Scot rooters.
With a record of two wins and
six losses, the Scots are in for
their first losing chart since 1950,
1--

6-1

first half were passes and both
were good for first downs. Capi- recovered. Eight plays later the
tal had been averaging 38 ball went to Capital but lady
points a game until our game, luck was riding the fumble exbut the reason for Capital's low press again as Garver lost the
score was probably due to four pigskin on the first play and
key fumbles on their part that Calahan recovered.
the Scots recovered.
Dingle Drives Over
The Scots received the kickoff
This time the Scots weren't to
and succeeded in moving the be fooled with. On a beautiful
ball up to the 27 yard line be- 22 yard pass by AAcClung and
fore being forced to kick. Capital nice running by Dingle, the Scots
took over on the Scot 43 yard managed to tally with 2:01 reline and marched to within two maining in the game. Dingle

yards of scoring where Wideman
fumbled and Wachtel recovered.
Wooster couldn't do anything so
the ball went back to Capital
who took the opportunity to
chalk up another fumble and
Hoff recovered it for Wooster.
Again the Scots were stymied so
the ball was returned to Capital.
Wideman Scores First
The Lutherans started out on a
drive which netted them the first

T.D. of the game as Wideman
went over from the one yard
line. With 12:53 remaining in the
second quarter, Skinner made
the extra point try good and the
score stood 7 to 0 in favor of
Capital.
Wooster got the ball on their
own 35 yard line and moved
down to the Capital 22 yard line
before being stopped. On Capital's fourth play after regaining
possession of the ball, Papp
intercepted Kessler's pass. The
Scots picked up a first down, and
then on the next third down
Dingle threw a 23 yard pass to
McClellan who couidn't keep a
hold on the ball and it dropped
on the Capital 27 yard line.
Papp was smeared on the next
play and thrown for a seven
yard loss.

Garver Goes 21
Capital took over on their own
43 yard line, and then on the
sixth play Garver took off from
the 21 yard line and went over
for the second Capital tally.
Skinner split the uprights for the
extra point and the score was
14 to 0. Wooster got possession
of the ball and worked it down
to the Capital 45 yard line before the first half ended.
The third quarter was pretty
much give and take; neither
team got close enough to pose
a serious scoring threat. Wooster
was sucked offsides by a punt
shift formation that was calculated to give the Lutherans an
easy five yards.
In the fourth quarter Capital
was in possession of the ball
and they succeeded in moving
to the Scot 32 yard line where
Wideman fumbled and Howard

went over for the T.D. and Washburn made the extra point good.
Capital got possession of the
ball and as was expected,
stalled till the clock ran out.
There were quite a few back-fielin motion penalties during
the game. This came about because the Scots had shortened
their count to get the jump on
Capital, but sometimes they
shortened the count too much.
Jack Schuster really had his
hands full during the game, the
man playing over him outweighed him by about 100
pounds. Tom Dingle was also
worked into the ground during
the game as he ran 36 out of
75 plays for a gain of about
160 yards.
d

STATISTICS

Wooster
82
7
4

Net yards rushing
Passes attempted
Passes completed
3
First downs rushing
3
First downs passing
1
First downs on penalties .
Total first downs
17
Fumbles
0
Fumbles recovered
4
Total yards penalized .... 35
1

1

Capital
181
13
9

10
3
13

.
Darrell
and beating Fifth,
Smith passed to Bruce Keen, By
Leasure, and Milt Grigg for the
scores and then hit Keen and
Dave Messina for the deciding
extra points in the Second contest. Ralph Morrison passed to
Dick Tignor for two scores and
Dave Patton for the other for
Second. Smith passed to Don
Bunting for a T.D. in the Fifth
game, Bruce Hunt passed to Dick
Meyer, and Dave Shaw and
Grigg intercepted passes and
returned them for tallies for the
other markers. For Fifth, their
only score was made on a pass
24-6-

week's

beating

action,

and then nipping
Fourth 24-0- ,
Chuck Clark had
Second,
a hand in all scores, passing to
Chuck Slater for two scores and
18-1-

Rabbis Dump KKK;

2.

running for two more himself
in the Fourth game, and then
passing to Chet Patterson and
Dave Kuebbler and running for
Third Section threw the
a third score in the Second enLeague championship into counter. Ralph Morrison passed
a playoff meeting on Wednes- to Dick Tignor for both of Secday as they blanked Seventh, ond's scores in their meeting.
12-in a contest played in the
rain and mud. This gave both
Fourth broke into the win
records for column for the first time this
teams identical
the season. Randy Worls passed year, taking down Eighth in a
to Paul Haynes and then to John muddy contest, 12-Dick
Haynes for the only scores of
tallied both of Fourth's
the contest. The teams will meet scores on passes from Bill Cay-leagain in a battle at Andrews
and Fred Hess threw to Will
field to decide the league
Murray for the lone Eighth
The date of the game counter.
had not been agreed upon as
STANDINGS
this story goes to print.
7
Third
Third won its only other game Seventh
7
last week, beating the Frosh, 24-- Fifth
2
5
Worls passed to Dave Vander-sal- l First
3
5
for two tallies and fired Second
4
4
aerials to Don Romig for the re- Sixth
4
4
maining two scores.
6
Fourth
Seventh picked up two wins Eighth
7
last week, edging Second, 20-- 9, Frosh
7

Playoff Necessary

Ken-arde-

Daily Record

6

n

Taylor, Custis Lead

Scot Harriers To
Fifth Place Finish

d

Coach Munson's
team rounded out their season
last Saturday as they competed
in the Ohio Conference Meet on
Ohio Wesleyan's course. The
team completed its regular season competition on Wednesday
as they were edged out by Muskingum,
on the Muskies'
course.
Two Scot runners placed in the
top 10 in the conference meet
as host Ohio Wesleyan ran
away with team honors. Led by
John Gutknecht, who took individual honors with a time of
the Bishops had a total
of 39 points. Following the Bishops were Muskingum 64, Ober-li69, Akron 95, Wooster 108,
and Otterbein 135.
Craig Taylor finished fourth
with a time of 21:56.0 and Don
Custis was tenth in the individu- cross-countr-

24-3-

y

3,

20.-52.6-,

n

(Continued

on Page Six)
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Wooster

Courtesy

top-flig-

Tom Dingle, Scot halfback, dives over the Capital goal
line after gathering in a pass from Jim McClung, to score
Wooster's sole T.D. in last Saturday's 14-- 7 loss to the

Sixth won Iwo games also in

4
0

--

in

from Babe Weiss to Ron Taylor.

0

--

when the team compiled a
mark.
This team has the quality to
go places next year. The teams
met this year have had, in the
words of their coaching personnel, their best squads in years.
The Scots just made a few mistakes each game that you canopnot make against
position and thus met their
downfall.
The player personnel is for the
most part returning next year.
Seniors Stu May and Moe Cotton
will be missed in the line, but
the remainder of the regulars
and reserves are returning.
This week Oberlin will be the
opposition as the Scots play before the Parents' Day throng. The
past two years have been easy
for Wooster, winning 47-- two
years ago as Tom Dingle scored
five touchdowns, and 59-last
season as Dingle went one better to six T.D.'s.
Oberlin has compiled a record
of one win, five losses, and a
tie this year. Comparative scores
give a big advantage to the
Scots as Dingle attempts to crack
the 1000-yargained mark for
the third year in a row. As of the
moment he has 859 so he will
need 141 tomorrow to break into the coveted circle.
The Yeomen form all types of
the
but last week
ran almost exclusively from the
spread formation against Deni-soThe passing attack is emphasized, with two good quarterbacks doing the throwing,
sophomore Bill Guerrero, and
freshman Jack Coniam. They
have good receivers in Pete
Hoag and Dave Hibbard.
Handling the running chores
are fullback Bob Clark and halfback Hank Edwards. These boys
are also apt to throw an occasional pass.
This is the finale for the Scots
this year and let's hope that
they break out of the scoring
slump to take the Yeomen into
camp for a good ending to a
rather unsuccessful season.
t-

1

Dan-nenfels-
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Freedlanders
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Pays to Buy Quality
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College man's
best friend

1
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YOU SAVE TIME AND MONEY WHEN YOU GO BY GREYHOUND
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Columbus, O
Cincinnati, u
Akron, O
Youngstown,
O

E.

t

1

$

2.75

Art

D:rU.. U D
Philadelphia, Pa
Mew Tork, N.r

1.05
2.70

Baltimore, Md
Buffalo, N.Y
All Prices Plus Tax
MAX E. TUUOS, Mgr.
Bus Terminal
South St.
Wooster, Ohio
Telpnhnno
$
$

HO-9-47A-

It's such a comfort to take the bus.

. .

and leave the driving to us!

1 Art

$12.25
$14.65
$10.45
$ 6.75
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DORM AIERS

MORE

Koinonia

Smait

16

"STORY OF MANKIND"

and
"JOHNNY TROUBLE"

country.
Violence in the form of dynamiting the roadside stand at
which they once sold fresh produce, and firing upon homes
and children, and on the night
watchman, armed only with a

SUN. 17 - TUES. 19

"MR. ROCK

& ROLL"

and
"DEVIL'S HAIRPIN"
with Cornel Wilde
WED.

"HELEN

20 -

flashlight, has not been met
quietly. The response to all of
this by the Koinonians has been
prayer for those opposing them,
and for themselves that they

THURS. 21

MORGAN STORY"

with
Paul Newman and Ann Blyth

from Page One

hardships and violence in order
to discourage the Koinonia people and drive them from the
area. Insurance policies and
bank accounts have been cancelled, businessmen refuse to sell
them automobiles, food, fuel,
poultry and animal feed. They
were unable to have their cotton
crop dusted, or to find a place to
process it. They must sell the
only remaining sources of income, pork, and peanut and pecan crops in other parts of the

DAILY AT 2 P.M.

FRI. 15 - SAT.

ON

(Continued

215 East Liberty Street

MATINEES

Wooster's Largest Exclusive
Store for Men and Boys

SEE

Phone

Office

ll
3-67-

might be "freed from any semor hate." Their
blance of
general policy has been one of
"constant charity" and of
"speaking the truth in love."
The violence and mental strain
has taken its toll among the
members of the community, and
this summer some of the 60
people moved to New Jersey.
They tried to establish another
farm there, called Koinonia
Communities. The people of the
area did not take kindly to the
idea, and the zoning commission
in the county where the farm
was located, refused to grant
the Koinonians permission to
process and pack the peanuts
from the southern farm. They also imposed housing regulations
which would make it impossible
to develop the farm as a community. To an extent, however,
it does provide a haven for some
of the beleaguered members of
the group.
Stand Alone
The community was founded
in 1942 by Dr. Jordan and Mar- -

OUR COMPLETE

CHRISTMAS

ACCOUNTS WELCOME
Open An Account for Any Amount
STUDENTS'

Cleveland-Bea-

Page Five

ill-wi-

Wooster's Oldest
Shoe Repair Shop

WOOSTER
THEATRE

VOICE

3-30-

OF

CARDS

25 for $1.00 and up

Public Square
Phone

35

LINE

ll

The Gift Corner

Office

75

Wayne County National Bank

Public Square

News...

Live Modern! Here's

US. Patent Awarded To
The M Miracle Hp

graduates of
the Southern Baptist Theological
Seminary. Dr. Jordan also holds
a Ph.D. from the seminary. Since
the founding, the community
members have been excommunicated from the local Baptist congregation. At the present
time over half of the men in
the community are ordained
clergy of various denominations.
Ministers and members of the
local churches have given the
Koinonians oral support for their
cause, but this has no effect
upon the boycott.
"In God's Hands"
A newsletter which they mailed in October 1956 contained
this sentence: "How long it will
stand and how long we can
stand, is in God's hands." Those
of us who met and talked with
Dr. Jordan when he was here
last November, will remember
the deep and abiding faith
which he possessed and which
is present in all the members of
the community as they go
through this trying time. The letter, dated October 9, 1957 contained this sentence: "This is
now the 19th month of the boycott, and as it continues to
spread in an ever widening
circle, we still have not become
used to it." It is little wonder
that people with such great faith
have not gotten used to a situation produced by people who
seem to have no faith or understanding for the people with
whom they lived calmly for 14
years.
Supported By Outsiders
It seems almost incredible that
these people lived from 1942
until 1956 without being subject
to such controversy, and then
suddenly be thrown into an
arena. As the offences have increased in number, so has support from wide areas of the natin England, both

tion. THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY,
THE NATION, TIME, and NEWSWEEK have all covered the situation over the past year. Support-habeen in the form of orders
for their nut crops, direct financial aid, moral support in the
form of letters to the Koinonians,

s

...Only

L'M

has it!

and spiritual remembrance. Anyone interested in obtaining further information concerning Koinonia Farms may contact Mr.
Gordon Shull, of the Department
of Political Science. Let us not,
in our cozy college environment,

forget the people who must
struggle daily against great adversities for their existence as
free and loving individuals.
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"This is it! Pure white
inside pure white outside

for cleaner, better
smoking!"

88
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get with each L&M cigarette

'7

the full exciting flavor of the

Your assurance of

the Southland's finest tobaccos
Every package of L&M's ever
manufactured has carried this
promise: "A blend of premium
quality cigarette tobaccos including
special aromatic types."

Southland's finest tobaccos.
Y 0 U get the patented Miracle Tip
. . . pure white inside, pure white
outside as a filter should be for
cleaner, better smoking. The patent on the Miracle Tip protects
L&M's exclusive filtering process.
L&M smokes cleaner, draws
easier, tastes richer.

Live Modern... Smoke

sl

-

Get full exciting flavor
plus the patented Miracle Tip
YOU

ill!
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THE WINTERBOOT

Sto-StBUY 'EM BY THE BOX OR PACK
Box (Costs no more)
f
Handy Packs (King and Reg.)

e

Crush-Proo-

n

L8M!

Why endure cold feet when
you can now be both fashionable and warm, too? Give
your precious feet the luxury
of delicious warmth and comfort snuggled in the deep,
soft Estron Pile lining of these
boots. Flat or heeled styles in
popular colors. Try a pair

today.

AMSTER
1957

Liggett

& Miters

Tobacco Co.

SHOE STORE
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Moke Speaks On
Modes Of Living
A "Study in Contrasts" will be
made by Professor Charles Moke
at the Sociology Club meeting
on Monday, November 18, at
7:30 p.m. in Lower Babcock.

Professor Moke, Head of the
Department of Geology, will
show slides illustrating both the
traditional modes of living still
typical among the poorer classes
of people, and some of the more
modern trends which are emerging especially in the cities.
MORE

MORE

WCW
(Continued

gram

and

Traffic

Manager;
s,

and coordinating the many individuals who will be responsible for programs. SFRC, IRC,
THE Corporation, and the Jazz
Club are just a few of the organizations that will be contributing

CREW NECK
SWEATERS

from Page One)

Designed

Phone

51

Gals

&

2-99-

69

ELECTRICAL

RADJOS

&

SUPPLIES

PHONOGRAPHS

Dandruff Treatment

Imhoff

Dick Morrison's

& Long

340 East Liberty Street
Phone
2-99-

16

THE SHACK
WE SAY MORE?

NEED

.o

8-9-

FOR GOOD LUCK,
COME ON DOWN AND
KNOCK ON WOOD!

S

'

WOOSTER LUMBER COMPANY
OPPOSITE THE FAIRGROUNDS
PHONE

2-80-

15

Gals- For That
QUICK SHAMPOO AND WAVE

Before the Dance
Good Merchandise

Our Business and Pleasure Since 1899

Phone

2-48-

96

DURSTINE'S
the Square
On

You'd be Sioux Nice to Come Home to
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3-69-

The Friendliest Guys
in Town Invite You to
Try Their Guaranteed

aV

Taylor led the way in the
Muskingum meet and Custis
came in third, but the Scots went
down to their third defeat as
against two victories. The next
Scot runner was Roger McManus,
eighth, followed by Tom Reeves
and Jon Epperson, tenth and
eleventh, respectively.

presents

Ph.

St.

To Be

the medals awarded to the top
10 runners.

CO., Wl NSTON

Guys

Sportswear Dept.
Second Floor

from Page Four)

TOBACCO

221 East Liberty St.

236 W. Liberty

1

al finishes, and received one of

R.J.REYNOUPS

Treasure House Hobbies

wool
other Shetland wool
blends. Slipover or cardigan styles, some with cable
stitched front. Colors: heather biege, gray and blue,
charcoal gray, and red.
Sizes 34 to 40. Completely
washable in "Woolite".

Cross Country
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A Romance of
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KEXT WEEK : CUSTER SLEPT HERE -- A

1957

Wooster's Only Complete
Hobby Shop
For Hobby and Craft Supplies

Soft and light 100

ON

PRODUCTIONS

respective

Lived In

The way in which the committee decided to make these advantages possible is through a
big conference at Denison in
February where many of these
seminars will be present.

SUPER-WINSTO-

their

BARBER SHOP
on the Square

e

(Continued

from Page Three)
Wil-kin-

music festival, play festival, debate tournament, exchange lecbands, importturers,
ant personalities, and seminars
held in such areas as international relations, politics, academic, student government, and
social.

MORE

in

Public Relations, the speech
department, and the College
staff have backed this com- oletelv new ndvpnturp in nff
campus broadcasting. Through
radio much of the life of the
Colleae will be shared with rit
izens in Wayne County and the
surrounding area. This presents
a tremendous
challenge
to
WCW, the newest, and one of
the potentially greatest public
service and educational outlets
of the College.

Ralph Jennings and Dale
Technical Engineers; and
John Beernink, Chief Announcer.
This staff will be working with

5 Colleges

big-nam-

programs

Friday, November 15,

fields.
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